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DANDENONG HIGH SCHOOL IS AN ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH EVERY STUDENT IS ABLE TO ACHIEVE SUCCESS
Principals message

As we end a busy but productive
term, it is with pleasure I
share some exciting news. On
Wednesday 12th September,
Katie and I attended the final site
meeting for the newly completed
LRC and Senior Visual Arts Centre.
The certificate of occupancy will
be finalised this week with the
first of the furniture due to arrive
in the school holidays. The new
Susan Ogden - Principal
spaces are incredible, and it is
always extremely satisfying as we complete yet another
element of our building re development. Plans for the
new STEM centre are also well on track, with teachers and
students to move into these facilities at the start of 2019.
Even more exciting though than the end of one project, is
the possibility that we will soon start another. On Thursday
of last week, we had an impromptu visit by our local member
Gabrielle Williams and the Minister for Education, James
Merlino. They toured the new spaces and then announced an
election promise of $8.4 million to begin the next phase of
Stage 4. This substantial amount of funding will potentially
ensure all learning spaces are completed and every student
and staff member is relocated to the main Dandenong site.
Fantastic news indeed.
As some of our families are aware, this is a critical time for
our Senior students. In week 9, VCE students completed
practice exams, which will be pivotal in providing targeted
feedback to guide their final revision program.

In these final weeks VCAL students are completing units of
work to satisfy completion of their Senior certificate and
VTAC applications for Tertiary Study, close at the end of this
month. Year 12 students will need to use their holiday break
wisely and ensure they are fully prepared for their final
exams that will begin in November. While we are all looking
forward to the celebrations in week 3 of next term which
include, the Year 12 dinner and final assembly, a challenge
for our graduating students and their families will be to
maintain a balance between their learning and creating
memories.
The school’s focus on improvement continues with all
goals identified in our AIP progressing well. Our recent
NAPLAN results were extremely pleasing and demonstrated
a significant increase particularly in the relative growth
measures. In these areas the school performed above the
State and was strong against similar or network schools.
There is definitely still work to do in keeping students in
the top two bands, but even here the school performed
strongly in comparison to our neighbours. This is credit
to the hard work of both teachers and students this year.
Attendance data has also improved this term. We have
reduced the number of students with chronic absence
and reduced those above the threshold. If we continue we
will meet the targets we set at the start of the year which
is good news. I can’t emphasise enough to all our families,
the importance of attending school regularly to maximise
learning opportunities and ensure every student reaches
their potential.
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Principals message - continued
As always Term 3 brings a number of programs that provide
our students with the opportunities to both explore and
celebrate our community. Year 9 students participated in City
Week which was an incredibly positive experience for them
and their teachers. We are proud of the way they worked
together, represented the school in the wider community
and the depth of learning they achieved. This was evident
in their final presentations back at school. A number of our
Pacific Islander students represented their community in the
4C’s performance last week. Feedback from the organisers
praised the quality of our student’s musical medley and the
respectful way they supported each other. By all accounts
the Dandenong High School team were the “standout”.
Congratulations to all of them and to the leadership and
staff who supported them throughout their preparation and
the performance.
A highlight for the school community in Term 3 is always our
“International Week” celebrations. This began on Thursday
13th September, with the Year 7 Passport to Asia program.
For a number of weeks Year 7 students and their teachers in
each House, have been researching, learning and preparing
an interactive cultural experience based on a city in Asia.
On the Thursday morning they visited each other’s displays,
together with very excited visitors from a number of local
primary schools. I had the pleasure of touring Fern (Seoul)
and Banksia (Singapore). It was fantastic and great to see
the level of engagement, quality of contribution and depth
of thinking, of all students in each group. International
week culminated in the cultural concert on Tuesday 18th
September where students from many of our different
nationalities celebrated their cultural heritage through
dance and music. As always, a fantastic way to end the Term.
I wish you all a restful holiday and hope you enjoy the
warmth of the spring sunshine. I look forward to welcoming
you back in Term 4 on Monday 8th October.

New Building Opening in 2019
senior visual arts and media wing
learning resource centre
Stem Centre
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BANKSIA HOUSE
Term 3 has certainly been busy for
the Students and Staff in Banksia
House.
‘Getting Better at Getting Better’,
continues to be our focus, as we
each strive to be the best versions
of ourselves and work towards reaching our true
potential - as students, as staff and as a Learning
Community.
Together we have explored our ‘identity’. We have
identified three House Goals (our foci), central to
our identity, that strongly connect to the Schools
Vision, our Annual Implementation Plan and the foci
of the School this Term - Team Work, Collaboration,
Resilience and Courage. We have articulated the
principles that underpin each of our House Goals (if
we were to see our goals truly come to life), and we
have prioritized three actions (per goal), that we are
committed to, to help us achieve success. We have
also begun to explore this work with our students,
which will continue next Term. Together, we will
regularly reflect upon our progress, to ensure we
remain clear about our future direction and purpose
and we will measure our impact.
We have developed some wonderful learning
displays this Term, which bring our Goals and foci to
life. I would like to thank and congratulate the staff
members and students involved
The Banksia House Leadership Team strongly
encourage all students to attend School regularly.
‘Going to school every day is the single most
important part of a teenager’s education. Students
learn new things at school every day – missing
school puts them behind’. https://www.education.
vic.gov.au/school/parents/behaviour/Pages/
attendance.aspx
Finally, we wish our Year 12 students the best of
luck as they embark on their Practice Exams. We
hope our students understand the value of this
feedback to inform their learning and preparation
for the End of Year Exams.

CALLISTEMON HOUSE
It has been a busy and action filled
Term 3 in Callistemon House. We
have all worked hard on our House
Goals; building positive learning
and relationships, improving our
attendance and celebrating our
achievements.
Term 3 has seen our students participating in many
events across the school. Our SRC team have been busy
fundraising for our cause. Part of our fundraising efforts
have been our weekly Movie Club that has attracted
students from across all year levels and was a way for
students to connect with each other and make new
friends.
Our Year 9 students ventured out on City Week and
had a fantastic experience. Thank you to the dedicated
teachers who supported our Year 9s. Every student
involved enjoyed the week navigating the city, going
to key venues and developing their presentations
on entertainment, food, architecture, sport and
entertainment.
Another part of Term 3 for our Year 7 students has
been Passport to Asia PBL unit. The Year 7 students
were very proud of the work that they developed.
Grade 6 students from our local primary schools came
along and were inspired by the creative and focused
presentations that they visited.
We would also like to congratulate Mrigaendran M,
Uruesh P, Sarath T, and Abhilash U, Callistemon Year 10
students who participated in Robotics Competitions.
The team won ‘Robot Skills’ Award twice in row, came
second in the competition in Bundoora, and were
offered a place in the National competition.
Our Year 11 Leaders attended the Leadership Camp
and found the sessions inspiring. We congratulate
each of them on their commitment to leadership in our
House and across the school.
We would like to wish our Year 12 students a
productive break, as they prepare for their end of year
exams and their final weeks as Dandenong High School
students.
I would like to thank everyone for their amazing efforts
this term and, on behalf of the Callistemon House, wish
you all a wonderful holiday.
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DARWINIA HOUSE
It is with pleasure that I can
write about the learning that
has taken place and the various
achievements of our students
within Darwinia House
during Term 3.
Throughout this year, we have developed a tradition
whereby we celebrate the achievements and
positive attitudes of our students by the awarding
of various Student of the Month awards. This
term has seen a number of our students be the
recipient of this award for their outstanding efforts
and achievements. These include; Najiba H Yr 8,
Denis L Yr 9, Gergo B Yr 7, Habiba R Yr 8, Alice R-N
Yr 7, Karar Z Yr 8 and Ana Yr 9. Well done to all of
these students for their various accomplishments
achieved!
Term 3 is an important period for our senior
students both within their current studies and in the
case of our 9s, 10s and 11s, their important pathway
and course selection decisions for 2019. The later
has been a big focus for us during this term, as we
have worked individually with all our students and
their home supports to ensure they are pursuing
studies that align with their strengths, passions and
career aspirations. Working in with our students in
this capacity has been a highly rewarding task for
our House Leadership and Careers Teams.
Another highlight this term was our Year 9 students
who planned for and participated in the City Week
program. This is a highly rewarding program, which
aims to expose our students to various places of
significance in and around the Melbourne area.
Throughout the program, our students demonstrated
reliability and enthusiasm for the various learning
activities they were involved within, because of
this, the program was a huge success and a highly
rewarding learning opportunity for our students.
The Darwinia House Leadership team, teaching
and support staff, wish our families a restful and
refreshing Term 3 break ahead.

EUCALYPTUS HOUSE
Term 3 was an eventful and
exciting one where we started
the term as winners of House
Chorales this year. The students
who competed in the Chorales
performed with pride for House
and school. It truly was an outstanding effort.
Under the leadership of Ms Baulch and Mr Daffy,
the students sang the set song ‘This Is Me’ from the
Greatest Showman and the free choice song ‘Colours
of the Wind’ from Disney’s Pocahontas.
The focus this term has been Pathway planning
for all students in the House. Students met with
Careers and the House Leadership Team to discuss
and select their study program for next year. Parents
were also invited to join the conversations and we
are pleased to say that we continue to build on
partnership with parents. The Year 12 students met
with a member of Careers to ensure their pathway
beyond school is understood and meets their
desired plan. Further education at TAFE or University
is clearly a priority for many Eucalyptus students.
Student learning in the House continued to
dominate, with both students and teachers
collaborating to ensure a harmonious learning
environment. Year 7 students explored and
researched Beijing city for their Project Based
Learning. They were excited and demonstrated an
understanding of how living in an Asian city is quite
different to living in Melbourne. The Year 9 students
were immersed in a week long City Week program,
where they ventured into the city and explored
a range of topics. Our VCE Unit 3 and 4 students
completed an Exam Practice week where the focus
was on preparation and teacher feedback for the
final exams in October/November.
Once again a major highlight of the term was the
International Week celebrations and this occasion
saw many Eucalyptus students participate in a range
of festivities which showcased the multicultural
nature of our school. I would like to wish everyone
a relaxing and safe term break and I look forward to
working with you all again as we draw closer to the
end of another year.
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FERN HOUSE

GREVILLEA HOUSE

There have been some big events
this term in Fern House. Our Year
9 students had their City Week
Experience, visiting places such
as the MCG, Federation Square
and Queen Victoria Market. They
expanded their horizons, and had a very exciting and
educational time. Each group had a focus area; they
presented their learning on the Friday of City Week.
Some of them described the experience as “exciting
but scary”.

It has been a busy term in Grevillea
House, Mr Penhale is on leave and
Ms Confait has been the Assistant
House Leader. Ms Argyropoulos is
also on leave for a short time and
I, Ms Chatham, have been Acting
House Leader. Ms Harrison has been the Student
Coordinator.
What a wonderful time it has been, the highlights
of the term have included many and varied learning
experiences. Part of our work with the Monash
Champions has resulted in a lunch celebrating our
students across the school with 100% attendance.
Students were excited to be invited and it was a
fantastic way to celebrate student attendance.

All students in years 8-11 have had a lot of
conversations, and learning about their future
pathways, and have selected their course
preferences for 2019.
The Year 11 Leadership group has retuned form
their camp, energised and ready to make a big
impact on the House and students in the coming
term. The groups will work on building House
culture, and working with Junior students. For the
third year in a row, Fern House has won the Premiers
Reading Challenge through the Library. This year
100% of our year sevens completed the challenge.
This yearly event encourages students to engage in
reading within the classroom, and at home.
One student said “You also, get to work as a class
and it improves your bond.” This term the year
sevens have been learning about liveability in
English and Humanities through Project Based
Learning. They applied their learning to create
presentations about the liveability of Seoul which
were presented to primary school students and
other year sevens. One student said that this
experience had helped her to “share my ideas and
find my voice.” Year 8 students have been working
towards a portfolio of their learning which they
look forward to sharing with you at student led
conferences in Term 4.
These accomplishments are a testament to the
Learning culture within Fern House, and a credit to
the staff and students.12.

The year 7s have been involved in preparing for
Passport to Asia, this semester’s Project Based
Learning, and have investigated Hong Kong. They
have developed beautiful displays of their learning
and are eager to share this with visitors.
Our year 8s have continued their learning throughout
varied experiences across the term. We congratulate
some of our year 8s on their music performance
awards, Aalijah C., Alanna E. and Christina V.
City Week has been the highlight for the Year 9
students who have had the opportunity to visit
different Melbourne precincts and will present to the
other year 9 classes. Thank you to the teachers who
have supported the program.
Year 10 interviews were conducted for the Skyline
bursary, congratulations to all students who
participated. Additionally our year 10s were heavily
involved in the Monash Champions attendance lunch,
thanks and congratulations to them.
Our Senior students have been focusing on their
preparations to complete the year successfully. The
Year 12s are focused on their plans for next year
and studying for final pieces of coursework and final
exams.
We wish everyone a pleasant and relaxing holiday.
We will welcome back Ms Argyropoulos and Mr
Penhale in Term 4. Thanks to Ms Harrison, Ms Confait
and Ms Crawford, as well as the teachers of Grevillea
for their support of Grevillea House.
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Upcoming Dates

HAKEA HOUSE
In Term 3 students settled well
and have been consolidating their
learning. Senior Course Counselling
was held with the Hakea Leadership
team and/or the Careers team,
pathway options were explored
with some big decisions made. Our year 7s have
been deeply engaged in Passport to Asia. Embracing
the culture, politics, economy and main attractions
of Kuala Lumpur. Their classroom was transformed
into restaurants, cinemas, beautiful caves and the
impressive Kuala Lumpur skyline - with the iconic
Petronas Towers.
In week 9, 7H and 7E went to Healesville Sanctuary
for their science studies. Students learnt about
unique adaptations and habitats of Australian
wildlife and saw performances of Tales from Platypus
Creek and Spirits of the Sky. They had a fabulous day
and enjoyed Magra the Wedged Tailed Eagle’s flying
show.
Year 9 students travelled into Melbourne CBD each
day for City Week where they had the opportunity
to navigate our public transport system and get to
know the sights of Melbourne. Students visited the
MCG, NGV, Parklands and Markets and more exciting
and informative structures. Back at school, students
worked in teams to create displays of their learning.
Rahullah Sawari 12H qualified to compete for
Australia in the World Championships in Kick Boxing.
He has travelled to Italy, we wish him well and hope
he brings back gold for Australia! With International
Week in week 10, many of our students have been
practicing for the Concert. We are all very much
looking forward to their performances - always a
highlight. Hakea SRC has held numerous events to
raise funds for Fight MND. Students have enjoyed
movie and game clubs during lunch, with popcorn
and snacks. To kick off term 4 students have organised
a dodgeball tournament, followed by a bake sale.
We are proud of the SRC reps for their hard work in
organising these events.

Monday 8th October
Term 4 Begins
Summer school uniform
Monday 8th October
VCE Performance & Oral
Exams begin
Wednesday 24th October
Last Day of Classes for
Unit 4 VCE

Friday 26th October
Year 12 Dinner

Wednesday 31st October to
Wednesday 21st November
VCE written exams begin
Tuesday 19th December
Awards Night
Friday 21st December
Last day of 2018

Finally, from the staff in Hakea House, we wish our
families the very best for the holiday period.
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Performing Arts Deapartment
For this years show production the Dandenong High
School Performing Arts Department presented two special
performances; a short, group-devised, original work called
The 1000 Steps and the main performance of The 39 Steps.
The 1000 Steps was created and devised by Roy Christoffelsz,
Eliza Taylor & a cast of over thirty extremely talented
students. It combined an everyday school excursion to The
Dandenong Ranges with the internal politics and dramas of
the Gods and Goddesses of Ancient Greek Mythology.

The 39 Steps was our interpretation of the international
smash-hit, comedy re-imagining of the classic 1935 Alfred
Hitchcock film about spies, murder, high adventure and
romance. It was co-directed by Rob Lloyd and Halla Marbani
and starred an incredibly dedicated & gifted cast of twentyone students.

The cast, staff and crew of both shows worked tirelessly for
seven months during and after school hours on weekends
and during school holidays to create this high-energy,
hilarious night out at the theatre.
The production ran for two nights and a very special matinee
performance for a number of the local primary schools. The
packed houses for all three performances had a fantastic
time and were glowing in praise of both performances.
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Year 12 Outdoor Education Camp
Year 12 Outdoor Education Students attended a 1 week camp
at Rubicon Outdoor Education Centre. The students spent 3
days up at Mt Baw Baw, experiencing the Outdoors in all its
glory. Students completed a number of learning tasks whilst
on this camp, but the highlight was learning how to snow
shoe, cross country ski and downhill ski. Students were also
lucky enough to camp in the snow and be very self-sufficient
whilst there. A great time was had by all.

The Victorian Premiers Reading
Challenge
The Victorian Premiers Reading Challenge is now closed.
Summary: Dandenong High School
1,806 students are enrolled at DHS.
872 students registered, mainly in years 7, 8 and 9.
310 students completed or 35% of those registered.
Together, they read 11,627 books.
This is the best result in the VPRC that the school has ever
achieved.
For the third year running, Fern House had the most students
complete the Challenge. This year, they had 102 students
complete, an excellent result.
100% of Fern 7 (also a first at our school) and 90.9% of Fern
8 completed.
Congratulations to all the students who completed the VPRC,
and the librarians and teachers who encouraged them.
The VPRC certificates will be awarded in term 4 at year level
assemblies.
Karen Sellenger, VPRC Coordinator.
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Visual Arts Report
What a busy semester in the Visual Arts year this has been.
Senior students have attended exhibitions Term 1 and 2
which supports their learning, Teachers have attended
Professional Days in specialist subjects which further
enhance students learning. Many staff have had pre-service
teachers in preparation of future Visual Arts teachers.

Last but not least our senior ADDT exhibition dates for 2019
is now on the calendar, so keep this date aside.

Some exciting news is that through teachers professional
Development days information has been brought back into
the school and the school has purchased Oculus rift which
allows new technology within the Visual Arts and in many
more subject areas. Although this is great it may take a little
time for the Visual Arts to get their hands onto it, it will be
in great demand once the news get out. This is another tool
that will be available to many students at Dandenong High
School with many possibilities of being creative. We are
ensuring that many of our students will have the opportunity
with the latest technology and trends that is being used by
many artists.

VENUE: MELALEUCA FOYER

More exciting news is that our Domain Leader and Learning
Leaders were given an opportunity to visit our new Visual
Arts Centre with Mrs Odgen and Mr Dewar and technology
staff so that we may begin to think how best we will use this
space.

DATE: WED 17TH October
TIME: 6.30pm -8.30pm

The time has been changed from previous years to allow
opportunities for families to attend and support their
children. This is always a great night with door prizes to be
won, listen to music by our students, light refreshment made
by students and robotics involvement to showcase new
technology.
An evening not to be missed and it’s FREE that’s right it is a
FREE EVENT where we bring our community together
We have such talented students in the Visual Arts and we are
proud of what achievements they have made in semester 1
that we cannot wait to see what they will complete by the
end of the year. Keep up the great work all.
Ms Lewis
Visual Arts Learning Leader

The school has taken teachers advice and the space will be
exciting to work in. This will occur in 2019.
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Visual Arts Report - continued
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Doctor in The House
The Doctors in Secondary Schools [program, a key initiative of
the Andrew’s Government, has been operating in our school
for over 12 months with more and more students choosing to
use this service. Each Thursday between 9.00am and 1.00pm
the practice is staffed by Doctor Nilantha Jayarathna and our
Practice Nurse is Jelena Tomic, both of whom are linked with
the Hygia Medical and Dental Clinic. The surgery provides
free access to primary health care for secondary students
at our school billed directly through Medicare and delivers
the same range of services available in any external doctors’
clinic, with the added advantage that the staff are trained to
be adolescent friendly.
Parents are able to make appointments for their students
and, if they wish, they can attend the appointments with their
student. Students can also make appointments and see the
doctor during the operating hours at the school.

Appointments can be made by using any one of the following
methods:
1.
2.
3.

Directly with the surgery
By contacting the General Office of the School and
speaking with Jo Briggs
Going directly to the office of Jo Briggs (at the rear
of the General Office)

Change for Term 4
A recent review of the program has prompted a change to our
doctor’s hours for Term 4. Commencing on the first Thursday
of the Term, on the 11th October, the surgery will be operating
during the new hours of 10.00am – 2.00pm. This will mean
that students are able to drop-in to the surgery and make
appointments or visit the doctor during the school lunch
break.
We look forward to another year working with the team from
Hygia Medical and Dental Clinic.
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RAFFLE DRAW
THROUGHOUT THE NIGHT!
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Wizards, Writers and Reading Success!
Term 3 has been fantastic in the LRC! We have had author
visits, writing workshops, the Victorian Premier’s Reading
Challenge, special themed weeks, and events run by the
exceptional Teen Library Advisors (TLAs)!
We started off the term with a flourish for our two-week
long Harry Potter celebrations. One of the highlights was
the amazing Harry Potter Trivia event organised by the TLAs.
Another popular activity was the incredibly fun photobooth
set up by Professor Sellenger. She made sure the students
all looked the part with custom-made House cloaks and
Hogwarts uniforms!
We have also been very lucky this term to have not one,
but TWO famous authors visit our school during Week 5. On
Thursday 16th August, we had Scot Gardner visit the Year
9s for a presentation in the Martin Culkin Theatre. Some of
our wonderful writers in Year 7 and 8 were also given the
opportunity to participate in a special writing workshop with
Scot.
The next day, on Friday 17th August, we had a very special
visit from one of Australia’s best-loved authors, Morris
Gleitzman! The award winning writer treated the Year 8s with
interesting stories that inspired him to write the novel, Once,
which they have been studying in English this year. Students
brought their own copies of Once to the presentation and
were fortunate enough to have Morris sign their book!
We then celebrated Book Week in the LRC during Week 6.
The theme for 2018 was Find Your Treasure. Thank you to our
wonderful TLAs who ran another successful event, a Manga
Day Quiz, on Wednesday 22nd August. All students who
came to participate had a fantastic time.
Thank you to all the students and teachers who helped
break our school record for the Victorian Premier’s Reading
Challenge (VPRC)!

We had 306 students and 4 teachers complete the challenge
this year. Well done to the students and teachers in 7F for
being the first class ever to have all students complete the
challenge! A huge thank you goes to the teachers, Reading
Coaches, the LRC team and Ms Sellenger for leading the VPRC
Program.
The final LRC themed week for the term will happen in Week
10 for Speak Like a Pirate Day. We are looking forward to
screening Peter Pan for our students, but are even more
excited about the Pirate Quiz on Wednesday 19th September.
This event will be hosted by the TLAs and we are very grateful
for their effort and hard work!
Over the holidays, take a look at The YA Room on Instagram
(@theyaroom) for a fun way to find out about new books! The
YA Room is a Young Adults book club based in Melbourne
that encourages readers to participate in the communal
reading of their Book of the Month. If you check it out, please
let us know what you think of the page when you return to
school next term!
To all the students, teachers, parents and members of our
school community, we wish you all a safe and happy holiday.
Keep reading books you love during this well-deserved
break and come back next term refreshed and ready to learn!
Happy reading!
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DOVETON NORTH CRICKET CLUB Inc.

Power Reserve, Power Road Doveton VIC 3177
P.O. Box 169, Doveton VIC 3177
Ph: (03) 9793 2720

Season 2018/19
REGESTRATIONS ARE OPEN

@ Power Reserve, Power Rd.
Doveton North Cricket Club (Next to
Freeway)
JUNIOR AND SENIOUR PLAYERS REQUIRED
GIRLS AND BOYS
Under 11 Friday Night Competition
Under 13 Saturday Morning Competition
Under 15 Saturday Morning Competition
Under 17 Saturday Morning Competition
All inquiries welcome
Contact
Najeeb Kamil 0438 301 524
Adam Kelly 0405 467 622

Everyone Welcome
Affiliated with the Dandenong District Cricket Association
All supervising adults have Working with Children Accreditation.

website: www.dovetonnorthcc.vic.cricket.com.au
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